
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DWAYNE WILBERT
NEW! MONEY

TAG gallery is proud to host New! Money, a series of paintings by artist Dwayne Wilbert. Inspired by 
the Andy Warhol exhibit Dollar Signs, Wilbert investigates the ways in which money and new forms of 
crypto currencies have permeated popular culture and affected the human condition.

Utilizing symbols and iconographies of the “American Dream” and popular culture, Wilbert emphasiz-
es the almost deity like worship of money and lack of critical engagement around topics such as the 
wealth gap, pay gap, income inequalities, and those affected by said issues.

Wilbert first experienced Andy Warhol Dollar Sign prints in the 1980’s in the era of Le se faire. New! 
Money marries this and influences like Gordan Gekko and early Hip-Hop culture to form this current 
series. The exhibition will run from February 19 – March 16 with an opening reception on Saturday, 
February 23rd 5-8 PM.

“If you like money so much, why don’t you just put it on a wall?” -Dwayne Wilbert

Olive and Popeye, Acrylic & Mixed Media, 36” x 24” (Each)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASEBRIAN REED
HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD!

TAG Gallery presents Hooray for Hollywood, a series of paintings paying homage to filmdom’s cine-
matic achievements while not overlooking it’s errors. These films range from light musicals - Les Girls 
and South Pacific to noir classics Sorry Wrong Number, and Strangers on a Train. Romance films 
such as The Countess from Hong Kong, and The Farmers Daughter are well represented through 25+ 
paintings.

Reed was born in Edmonton Canada and has made Los Angeles his home for the past 24 years. The 
cinema has inspired him to create an array of paintings that belie his love of film. The exhibition will run 
from February 19 – March 16 with an opening reception on Saturday, February 23rd 5-8 PM.

Sorry Wrong Number, Oil, 48” x 36” 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TONI REINIS
SOUL SEARCHING

TAG Gallery is proud to present Soul Searching, an exhibition of sculptural works by artist Toni Reinis. This series 
investigates the many relationships between sculpture, portraiture, form, and their often-political intersections. 

Reinis has often been captivated by the uniqueness, wisdom, kindness, elegance, compassion, and strength 
found in the eyes of her subjects. As such, she uses her hands to create striations and forms that hold a sense of 
narrative. Carefully investigating and molding the essence of each subject’s soul, she suggests that all existence 
contains a shared beauty that should be exalted and uplifted.  

Reinis spent over 30 years as a social activist using legislation and public policy for change.  Today, she uses her 
art practice and resources to uplift and amplify those whose voices have often been silenced. Soul searching con-
tinues that effort by facilitating dialogue on sociological and political issues the artist feels we must NOT be silent 
on. #METOO is a pink full body figure mounted on a blackboard base, inviting viewers to support the movement by 
signing the sculpture base. As such, Reinis implores her viewers to find and connect with each piece and search 
their own soul.
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LaToya, High Fired Clay & Patina, 19” x 13” x 13.5”


